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A tsunami (from Japanese: æ´¥æ³¢, "harbour wave"; English pronunciation: / s uË• Ëˆ n É‘Ë• m i /
soo-NAH-mee or / t s uË• Ëˆ n É‘Ë• m i /) or tidal wave,, also known as a seismic sea wave, is a
series of waves in a water body caused by the displacement of a large volume of water, generally in
an ocean or a large lake. Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and other underwater explosions
(including ...
Tsunami - Wikipedia
A tsunami can kill or injure people and damage or destroy buildings and infrastructure as waves
come in and go out. A tsunami is a series of enormous ocean waves caused by earthquakes,
underwater landslides, volcanic eruptions, or asteroids. Tsunamis can:Travel 20-30 miles per hour
with waves 10-100 feet high.Cause flooding and disrupt transportation, power, communications,
Tsunamis | Ready.gov
Conditions necessary for a fully developed sea at given wind speeds, and the parameters of the
resulting waves Wind conditions Wave size Wind speed in one direction
Wind wave - Wikipedia
This policy agenda focuses on six key strategies: 1. Continue state investments in seismic upgrades
of schools and emergency services buildings throughout Oregon.
Resiliency 2025 - oregon.gov
1 | Tsunami Disaster Risk 2016 Tsunami disasters: introduction Tsunamis are rare, powerful and
unpredictable natural hazards, with devastating consequences for coastal populations caught in
their
Disaster Risk
The 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake, and series of catastrophic tsunamis that followed in its wake,
had a lesson to teach. The world community needs to put in place early detection systems, possibly
sponsored by the United Nations, that would undoubtedly save lives.Although this earthquake
happened close to large population centers that had little time to act even with warnings, nations
farther ...
2004 Indian Ocean earthquake - New World Encyclopedia
Multibeam sonar can be used to map the sea floor, and at places such as Mavericks in California, it
shows that we also get refraction which further focuses the wave energy, resulting in a very large
wave forming at a certain location.
Mathematics of Ocean Waves and Surfing | Passy's World of ...
Building design will often be influenced by the level of seismic resistance desired. This level can
range from prevention of nonstructural damage in occasional moderate ground shaking to
prevention of structural damage and minimization of nonstructural damage in occasional moderate
ground shaking, and even avoidance of collapse or serious damage in rare major ground shaking.
Natural Hazards Mitigation | WBDG - Whole Building Design ...
Australian Early Warning Network - subscription to postcode-aware SMS warning system that
includes tsunami warnings from BoM. Update 2011: New members will receive the first three
months SMS alerts free.After this period they can elect to keep receiving these at a cost of one
dollar per month... SMS-Tsunami-warning.com is a real time global alert system for earthquakes and
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Tsunami Hazard to Coastal Populations - TPG Internet
Welcome to the official website of Journal of Disaster Research. JDR provides timely, topical
information on disasters related to information, lifeline infrastructures, traffic, terror, and similar
events not directly due to war.
JDR | Fuji Technology Press Official Site : academic ...
Wetumpka impact crater page. David T. King, Jr. Geology Dept., Auburn University CONTENTS.
The Wetumpka impact crater and the Late Cretaceous impact record [technical]. Drilling into
Wetumpka impact crater, Alabama [non-technical]. Cross-section of Wetumpka impact crater,
Alabama [non-technical]. The needle in the haystack: shocked quartz from Wetumpka impact crater,
Alabama [non-technical]
Wetumpka impact crater page - Auburn University
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